**EDITORS**

**SOPHOMORE Nik Bentzinger and juniors coach Tyler Madsen continues to the results between the fall and spring of the field just twice in 2009-10, and Semple, junior Jen Lawson, sophomore finish to go with an eighth place gled in the top two spots.

Hipkiss and Peter Bracha have strug- have a 4-5 dual record.

in four duals is not good. The 'Dogs spring, the men lost 27 out of their superb with a 10-1 spring singles.

more Kelsey Kuykendall, who has been provisionals for a higher grade.

provisionals. The Bulldogs had the only two on the track teams with the conference championship.

Katrina Biermann has continued to up an NCAA automatic mark in the.

cannot make up for.

The Bulldogs are last in the MIAA

The task is to make. The Bulldogs need to improve before tournaments. Lesseig said there is still plenty of room to improve, especially in the 1-3-1. On the other hand, there is still plenty of room to improve, especially in the 1-3-1.

Senior pitcher Rachel Ranzi has been fantastic with a 1.83 ERA, 175 strikeouts and 45 walks in 122.2 innings pitched; Van Delft could bring Truman's single-season strikeout total 1-3-1.
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**GOLF**

**Men's Tennis:** C+

**Women's Tennis:** B

But so far, Dell'Orco, freshman Datu said. "That's one thing I've done with the seniors, it's probably the biggest lift to the team and the individual we're working on.

The team is really good with a 1.83 ERA, 175 strikeouts and 45 walks in 122.2 innings pitched; Van Delft could bring Truman's single-season strikeout total.
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